
Math 39100:Feb. 22. 2023:LECTURE8

Exam1:Monday, March 6

warm up:Solve zy" +7y'-yy =0.

char poly:2n2+72-4 =0

(2u -1)(r +4) =0

V, =E,r2 =
- 4

~4t

4, =ett, yz = C

y =G,et* + 2e4t family of solutions.

St

Suppose We have IVP: y" +P(y'+q(t)y =0,

y (t0)
=yo and y'(to) =Y6.

The solution: y =C, y, +CzYz.

y' =c,4i +CYc

"Y" "Y'

y(t0) =y = C,y,(t0) +(ryc(t0)
=

YoE



y'(t) =Y' =(C,4;(tr) +(, Y:(to) =40

Determinate:
4,

e =y,4!-Yet,
Y, I

↑
This is known

as the wronskian

Ref:
Wronkian oftwo solutions 4,42:W(Y,,Yz) =W

W =1) =4,7-44.

IFW FO, then (i) Find unique values for C, and C2.

(ii) Solutions Y, and ye are called

fundamental setof solutions.

(iii) Y, and 42 are linearly independent.

Find values for sad s:
=lel-need



c =Iel_mui
L =differential

operater

W(e.,4.) =w =1 ::
-

t

- eu ee - - si?+ZestX
~ St

=-3 +2e



- st
- - C

Y, =t
"

Y=E

Y' =IE" Yi = - E

4,

IW(4,,4) = e) = E I
=- -

.E"

=- I
-*

= - Fo
Thus, 4, and he form a fundamental set ofsolution.



proof:Assume y, and ye are solutions to

L(y] =y"+p(t)y' +q(t)y =0. C)

Then ([4,] =Y,"+P(+) y, + q(t)y, =0 and

([Y2] =yi +P(+3yi +q(t)y= =

0.

We want to show that299,4,+(242] solves the eq.(1).

([2,4, + (-4-3 =[9,4, + c-y2]" +p()(2,4, +x4)'+

q(+) [4,4, +(42]

=c,y," +[eY:" +P(t)9,4! +p(t)Gy!

+q(t)2,4, +9(t) C: 42

=

c,(e!
+gy,) ++gy

([32]



=(,L[4,] +(z([42]

Since ([4,]=0 and [42] =0

Thus, we have ([9,4,+2242] =0.
A

-Sp(t)dt
=ce

⑳roof: 4, and ye are solutions toy" +p(t)y'+ qHy =0.

Then, 4,"+PHY, +q(4, =0 (eq1) and

4,"+P()y2' + 9(t)yc =0. (292)

multiply [eal) by - 12 and (292) by y.. Then

- 4,"42 - P(t)4,42 - 9(+)4,42 =0

⑰ /4,4 +P(t)4,y +q(t)4,42 =0



4,42" - 4,ye +P(4,42 - 4,42) =0

e ne

wh W

w' +PW =0

de + PW =0 -Separable
3

Linear

(w =fPat

In(W) =- (Pdt +c

-fp(t)dt
WU, W =CC

-

W =0 unless c=0.

I

es. Given y" -Yy' +3y =0. Use Abel's theorem

to compute the wronskiom of the solutions.

-f-Ydt 4t
p(t) = -4, W =ce =ce


